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PRESS RELEASE 
Parīlio has been named to the  

Condé Nast Traveller 2020 Hot List of the Best New Hotels 

 

Parīlio,	was named to the	Condé Nast Traveller’s	annual	Hot	List,	a collection of the best new hotels in 
the world, meticulously curated by the publication’s editors.  
 
Each year,	Condé Nast Traveller	writers and editors explore hundreds of new hotels around the globe in 
pursuit of the best hotels that have opened during over the past 12 months, from February 2019 to 
February 2020. Every single one of the 76 thoroughly selected properties has been visited and reviewed 
by a travel expert to ensure that only the most game-changing hotels out of the hundreds that have 
opened have been featured.	Parīlio, that welcomed its first guests in July 2019 on the pristine island of 
Paros, is one of the very few Greek hotels featured in the prestigious Hot	List	and is defined by the editors 



 
of	Condé Nast Traveller as ‘Much like the island itself, a quietly confident hotel with head-turning appeal 
that it doesn’t feel the need to shout about’. 
 

Parīlio, the name of which is derived from ‘Paros’ and the Greek word for the sun ‘īlios’, is a 33-suite 
retreat distinguished by Paros’s timeless simplicity. An expansive pool, notable for its distinct cross shape 
and highlighted by two impressive rocks dominates the hotel’s grounds, offering the perfect spot in which 
to soak up Paros’s pastoral beauty surrounded by amber-hued fields and stately araucaria trees. The 
aesthetics of Parīlio are guided by the clean lines and simplistic beauty of classic Cycladic architecture, 
while its interiors are defined by a soothing, tonal color palette and natural materials, evoking a sense of 
age-old sanctuary and resulting in a space that is both cathartic and elemental.  
 
 
NOTES FOR EDITORS 
For high resolution images and more information on Parīlio, please contact:  
Marketing Executive 
Ioanna Andriopoulou 
ioanna.andriopoulou@pariliohotelparos.com  
 
For reservations, please refer to our website www.pariliohotelparos.com or call +30 22840 51000 
 
Follow us on Instagram and Facebook 
 
 
 

 


